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This is an outstanding work of comparative law. 

Maitland once urged the study of foreign law "for the sake of 

English law". He suggested that, "only by comparison of our 

law with her sisters will some of the most remarkable traits 

of the former be adequately understood". And as Andre Tunc, 

a noted expert in the comparison of the English and French 

legal systems has observed, encounters between legal 

civilisations have often brought about revivals of legal 

culture, stimulating the local law by knowledge of the 

response to common problems offered elsewhere. 

In Australia we have a particular reason for a revival 

of interest in comparative law. The termination of appeals 

to the Privy Council has severed our last formal links with 

the English legal system, which for nearly 200 years provided 

authority, inspiration and stimulus to Australian law. A 

glance at the case books of the Australian courts will show 

the profound and enduring influence of English legal 
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Such wrongs are such a universal feature of life in a

law of torts, in daily use in the courts in Australia and now

But this will change

One of his United States

The change is already appearing. Formally,

See eg Cook v Cook (1986) 162 CLR 376, 390. There

decisions.

In part, this is a product of law libraries to which

practitioners are largely captives.

English law is now only one source of comparative law

Germany, Austria, switzerland and also France and Belgium.

academic writers in this field.

quite remarkable until it is noted in the preface that he

acknowledges correspondents amongst the leading Australian

in its 7th edition, is itself an important monument to the

a law professor in West Berlin, he has direct access to

statutes and court decisions in the Federal Republic of

is an increasing willingness of Australian judges to look to

Canadian, New Zealand and united States authority.

Professor Giesen, in the field of medical negligence

takes the reader even further afield. He has correspondents

also in Ireland, Scotland and Southern Africa. And as befits

and precision of his reference to Australian authority seems

stimulus.

over time.

colleagues is Professor John Fleming, whose textbook on the

special utility of comparative law in the field of civil

modern society that it is inevitable that like problems are

wrongs.

occurring all the time, calling on lawyers in a multitude of

The range of his material is truly astonishing. The accuracy

,
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jurisdictions to offer legal principles by which the problems

can be solved. In the past, Australian lawyers, in the

absence of binding local authority, would look to English
, I

cases - and their trends - to offer advice or decisions upon ;!

the liability of medical practitioners and other health

workers in the case of suggested negligence. In the future,

the universal nature of the problem, stimulated by high

technology and common predicaments, will send the lawyer

searching for guidance in a wider field. This is where

Giesen's exemplary book will prove most useful. If'it opens

the eyes of Australian lawyers and judges to the particular

utility of comparative law, beyond the English comparisons,

that will be a contribution to our legal system which goes

beyond the special field of which Giesen has written. It is

in that sense that this substantial and scholarly work has an

importance far beyond medical malpractice. Releasing

Australian judges and lawyers from capture 'by English

comparative law - long after the formal links have been

severed - will remain a major intellectual obligation of

judges and law teachers in the years ahead. Because of the

provision of easy access to an enormous range of readily

available comparative law material in the chosen field,

Giesen pioneers an endeavour specially relevant for the

somewhat isolated and conservative Australian legal tradition

and apt for the world of computers, instantaneous

telecommunications and rapid global travel.

The book is the second release of an earlier edition
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which appeared in 1981. It has, however, been substantially

rewritten, with a huge additional component of case law. It

records decisions relevant to medical negligence in the

jurisdictions chosen up to early 1988. The first edition was

written partly in English and partly in Giesen's native

German. The 1988 edition drops the German text. The author

explains this on the basis that a comparative law text, which

reaches to the widest audience of lawyers, must now

necessarily be in English. This is an ironic development at

a time of German resurgence and when EEC documentation is now

increasingly to be translated also into German. But

Anglophones, especially in Australia, will not be

complaining. The text is entirely clear with very few

artificialities of expression, doubtless because of Professor

Giesen's extensive experience working in universities in

England, Canada and the United States.

The German intellectual tradition is evidenced in the

outstandingly detailed tables which accompany the text, the

numerous appendices of basic international and local codes of

ethics, statutes, cases, persons and authors and the

exceptionally detailed subject index. The latter permits

ready access by the user to the vast range of material in the

text which in turn is supplemented by copious footnotes. All

of the Australian cases footnoted to which I have made access

are accurately referred to and cited and pertinent to the

text. A minor point of criticism is the use by the author of

citation of nonauthorised reports leg All ER instead of AC).
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the strength of Giesen's text. From the point of view of the

local practitioner its weakness may be in its provision of

not quite sufficient detail in analysis of the law of the
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values in law and medical ethics.

Part I comprises nearly 80% of the text. It deals with

Part III covers conflicting

judges and advocates who regularly face

professional negligence which test the

Broad approaches must submit to the necessity

It analyses the original contractual bases of

said, the book is an absolutely outstanding

about

for

makers in the design of health legislation and

This

practitioners.

policy

pragmatic and problem-solving rather than theoretical and

conceptual.

questions

the decisions of common law countries where the tradition is

borderlines of liability. It is also of great use to health

regulations which take into account modern legal trends. It

is in this context that a knowledge of the trends and

The book is divided into three parts. Part I deals

with the general liability of medical practitioners. Part II

deals with civil liability with respect to new methods of

of careful study of the local law.

Furthermore, legal scholars might find the mass of

detail of references to legal decisions an insufficient

substitute to a conceptual analytical examination of the

issues of liability at stake. This is always the problem of

a comparative law textbook, at least in compilations based on

treatment and experiments.

decisions of other jurisdictions is especially useful.

the historical origins of causes of action against medical

companion

the medical practitioner's duty to take care of his patient.

9ractitioners.
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It traces the development of the liability by the tort of

negligence. It points to the frequent irrelevance of

contract law to the relationship of a patient and his health

carers under, eg, a system such as the English National

Health Service. It then examines the development of the

principle of vicarious liability, especially in relation to

the negligent acts of members of the staff of a modern

hospital. There is an extremely perceptive discussion of the

liability of hospitals for the negligence of skilled medical

staff. The authority traces the historical movement from the

principle that hospitals were not liable for negligence

involving the use of professional skills (Hillyer v St

Bartholomew's Hospital [1909] 2 KB 820 (CA» to the erosion

of that view in Canada in 1938, in Australian in 1939 (Henson

v Perth Hospital (1939) 41 WALR 15) and in England in 1942.

Gold v Essex CC [1942] 2 KB 293. The further move from

vicarious to direct liability of hospitals reflected in

Albrighton v Royal Prince Alfred Hospital [1980] 2 NSWLR 542

(NSWCA) is examined in numerous jurisdictions both of the

civil and the common law. The author refers with obvious

approval to the line of liability opened up by Kondis v State

Transport Authority (1984) 154 CLR 672. Not content with the

reference to authority alone, he points to the highly

integrated and mutually dependent nature of the modern

hospital team as relevant to the duty which the hospital owes

to a patient independently of the health professionals

working within the hospital. This was an issue explored in
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There is then the substantial review of the cases

book.

The
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Part I closes with a discussion of various
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Australian courts illustrates the practical utility of this

513 (Ont CA).

malpractice", "substandard patient-physician communication",

controversial issue, recently raised for decision in the

persons.

what

dealing with medical liability. This the author divides into

statutory attempts at no fault loss distribution. There is a

review of the New Zealand compensation scheme (whose parallel

almost carne to pass in Australia in 1975); of the Swedish

and "health care decisions" for minors and incompetent

patient insurance scheme and the drug injury compensation

principles to new and experimental areas of treatment. These

include the use of newly developed drugs, participation in

burgeoning

scheme of the Federal Republic of Germany.

Part II deals with the application of the general

up-to-dateness of the book can be judged by the fact that it

the recent decision in Ellis v Wallsend District Hospital

(1989) Aust Torts Reporter 80-289 (NSWCA) in which Giesen's

book was referred to. The High Court refused special leave

to appeal from that decision leaving Australian authority in

much the same state as that of Canada on this question. See
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by a patient against a medical man. In my 
somewhat long experience I cannot remember 
having seen a similar case before." 

The massive text of Giesen, with its references to numerous 

jurisdictions including those of Australia - show what a 

long way we have come this century. But more importantly, 

the text also suggests the directions of the way ahead. 
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